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DICK RHIGER: 

The 570 is in the pre-production group over in assernbly. Hetal parts 
for twelve units have been completed with the exception of the adapter plates 
which are now being 1mrked out. Fro€_'.ress looks yery satisfac '.,ory on this 
instrument for going into production as soon as the twelve models have been 
checked out. In the meantime, permanent drawirigs and jigs are being made 
for this project. A new method of silk .sc.reening the under side of the chassis 
was tried on this instrwnent, to ease th�:s ,rvice problem; that is, circuits 
are all blocked out as to their position on the chassis. At the present time 
there seems to be no bottleneck for parts for this run of twelve. 

Darrel Wilhoit has been working on a mounting arrangement for the throw
away fiber glass air filter for use on our type 530 and 540 scopes. He also 
just completed three special high voltar.e supplies for our Swedish representa
tive, Erik Ferner. 

A new 4X "standard probe" for adjustinc input trimmer capacitors of at
tenuators has been worked out for the use of the field and test departments. 
This project \.-1as awaitine the arrival of rl'eflon UHF' connectors which are now 
here. The model that was co'1structecl seems to perform successfully. 

A fiber glass carrying case for the plug-in units was investigated. A 
local supplier made a sample to show us what could be done, but after getting 
his prices on the initial investment reC7uired, for dies, we gave up the fiber 
glass project. He estimated this would be "somewhat over $1000. 11 It appears 
the. best way now is to make them out of aluminum with wooden skids and cut down 
the length of the box sligr1tly from the original models that we made. 

An extension plug-in unit for the 53E is being worked on to enable this 
unit to operate at approximately ten to fifteen feet remote from the scope. 
This consists of a standard siz,e plug-in unit 1,hich plufs into the scope, and 
contains the extension cord which c'ln then be plugged in on a small cabinet 
into which the 5JE is plue:ged. \'lhen not in use the cable may be folded up, 
put into the extension plug-in unit, and this extension plug-in unit may be 
inserted into the remote carry:!.ng case. 

Henry Fritzler has worked out a new type of mounting for the attenuator 
capacitors and resistors for attenuation switche,s. This involves a flat 
brass plate which mounts over the top of the switch. The capacitors are 
mounted on top of the pl:;.te 1·1ith the resistors underneath with appropriate 
holes in the plate. The leads then drop dovm to th,? switch contacts. This 
type of switch is being used in the 515.

Trouble was encountered in Lhe 54K unit in b.ro different ways: Non
availability of 19X8 1 s and severe nicrophonics of the 19X8 1 s that were being 
used. Attempts were made to replace t:,is tube Hith 12AU6 1 s. In the meantime 
more 19X8's were expedited. Three hundred arrived and were checked and found 
to have a yield of appr0xirn tely 60;;. 51.K uni ts were released to use up the 
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